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GENERALIZED CONVEX BODIES OF REVOLUTION
IN n-DIMENSIONAL SPACE

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1948 H. Hadwiger obtained a list of inequalities

for convex bodies of revolution in three-dimensions. These

inequalities concern the volume V, surface area S and

mean width M of the convex body of revolution, and take

the form of linear inequalities in V, S, and M, with the

equatorial radius as a parameter A [6]. A. Dinghas

generalized some of these inequalities to

W.-2AW. A2IV <0,
J J 1 j+2

where W. is the jth Quermassintegral of a convex body

in n-dimensions [2]. In this thesis we obtain a general-

ization of other inequalities of Hadwiger. These inequali-

ties have the form

W.- W >X ,n),

for 0<i<j<n-1, where A is a constant depending on the

numbers i and j and the dimension n, but independent

of the convex body of revolution for which the inequality

holds.

Hadwiger and Dinghas obtained their inequalities using

an elementary but complicated process whereby they first

explicitly obtained integral formulas for the geometric

measures involved when the figure of revolution is obtained
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by revolving a convex polygonal arc about an axis. Then

they determined that certain linear combinations of these

integral formulas were always positive. These inequalities

were extended by continuity to all convex bodies of

revolution.

Here we use a different approach. Using the fact that

a convex body of revolution is determined up to a trans-

thlation by its p area function [5], we define an addition

on the space of coaxial convex bodies of revolution. This

is accomplished by adding the pth area functions of two

bodies to determine the p tharea function of what we may

call their p-sum. We denote the weighted p-sum of Ko and

K1 by

Kep=(1-0)xK0# OxK1'
0<0<1p

For p=1, this addition is vector addition. For each value

of p, we determine an inequality for j>p

Xj-PW.(K )<Xj-C1(1-0)W (K )+Xj-POW.(K )
0 j Op 0 m01 j1

where
X0

is the equatorial radius of K. For j<p, the
0

inequality is reversed and for j=p we have equality by

definition of the p-sum. Results of this type are pre-

sented in several forms. In particular in the case of

bodies of equal equatorial radius, the X's may be divided

out. Also an application of Holder's -inequality proves the

n-p
. power of W. to be either concave or convex with

n-j

respect to the p-sum, depending on whether j<p or j>p.
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We present here preliminary material and notation to

be used later. Let En, (n>2), be then-dimensional Euclidean

space. If ) is an element of E1', then we call x

either a point or a vector. The origin is denoted by 0.

The inner product of two points and v in En is de-

noted by <u,v>, and equals u1 v1...
++u v and the length

n n

u by lull =-,Au,u>. Let Bn denote the unit ball

in En and
8n-1

denote the unit spherical surface,

that is

n n
B --tuEE : <11,

Sn-1=fucEn: lull =11

If uESn-1 and C is a real number, then the set

H ={xcE1':<x,u>=C}

is called a hyperplane with normal u. The hyperplane

determines two closed half spaces,

Ll=ix:<x,u»Cl, L2={x:<x,u><C}.

Further, if
u1'...,un-p are

linearly independent vectors

in Sn-1 and C1,...,Cn_p are real numbers, then the

intersection of the n-p hyperplanes:

n-p

i=1ix:<x,u>=Ci1

is called a p-flat. A 2-flat is also called a plane.

Notice that a p-flat is just a translate of a p-dimensional

subspace.



A convex body in En is a convex, compact subset of

En. A convex body is nondegenerate if it contains

interior points. Our theorems and constructions concern

translation-invariant properties of convex bodies and so,

in many cases, we should use the expression, translation

equivalence classes of convex bodies. However we shall

not use this language. Also, when we choose our convex

bodies to have a particular positioning with respect to the

origin, we do not mention this translation invariance,

although it guarantees that we lose no generality by doing

so.

The (closed) convex hull of a subset A of En is the

intersection of all the (closed) convex sets in E which

contain A. A hyperplane R=Ix:<x,u>=C1 is called a

support hyperplane of the convex body K if K is a subset

of one of the two half spaces determined by R and

KA1T(1). If K<L2 then H is called the support hyper-

plane with outer normal u. Let H be the real valued

function defined on En by

H(u)=max<x,u>.
xeK

We call H the support function of K. If ucSn- , then

{xcEn:<x,u>=H(u)}

is the support hyperplane of K with outer normal u.

Any support function H satisfies

4
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H(0)=0,

H(Au)=AH(u), forA>0,

H(u+v)<H(U)+H(v).

It is a consequence of a), b), and c), that H is a con-

tinuous function [1, pp. 18-21]. If the origin is in K

then H is non-negative.

If a hyperplane has unit normal (0,...,1,...,0),

where the only non-zero *component is the ith component,

then its equation has the form x.=C.

n-1 0
Let r= "*N1 y x. In each of the hyperplanes

i=1 1

x
'cc<

<IS, form the (n-1) - ball
n n n-

r<g(C11),

where the curve x=g(xn) in the x-xn plane is concave with

respect to the x-axis and g(a)=g(f3)=0. The union of

all such (n-1)-balls is a convex body of revolution with

the x-axis as its axis of revolution.

Let A and p be non-negative numbers, R and S be

subsets of E. We consider the sets

AR=fAx:xeRl,

R+S={x+y:x6R,yES}.

We call AR+pS the vector or Minkowski sum of R and

with weights A and p. If R and S are convex, so is

AR+pS; if R and S are compact, so is 'AR+pS. If K is



a convex body and A0, then the special sum

K =K+XBn
A

is called an outer parallel body of K. The sets KA

form an example of a linear family of convex bodies.

A family is called linear if

KOA +(1-0)X2=OKxl+(I-0)KA

where 0<0<1. This is satisfied in the case of families of

parallel bodies [7, Pp. I & 9].

The space of all convex bodies may be topologized by

the Hausdorff metric. Let K and K' be two convex

bodies and B the unit ball. Since each is bounded, there

are A>0 for which

K<KI+AB and Ki<K+AB.

Define d(K,KT) to be the minimum of the numbers A which

satisfy this condition. Equivalently, we may define this

metric by

5(K,K')=maxn_11H(u)-H'(
uES

where H and H' are the continuous support functions of

K and K' respectively. The function 6 is known to be a

metric and is called the Hausdorff distance. In the

topology induced by this metric we have, analogous to the

Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, Blaschke's selection theorem:

If {Ki} is an infinite sequence of compact convex sets,

)1

each of which is contained in some ball, then this sequence



contains a subsequence which converges to a compact

convex set.

The n-dimensional volume or measure of a convex

body K is denoted by V(K). The volume is positively

homogeneous of degree n, that is for 1>0,

VOK)=AnV(K),

and V(K) depends continuously on its argument, that is

{V(Ki)} converges to V(K) when {Ki} converges to K.

The ith Quermassintegral W1(K) is defined recurs-

ively with respect to dimension: If n=1, then K is a

line segment and

W0(K)=V(K)=length of K,

W1(K)=2 =volume of B1=w ;

1

for n>l,

Wo(K)=V(K),

Wi nw1(K)-
W!1-1 (K'

u)dw(u), i=1,...,n,
n-1 -' n-1

where w is the j-dimensional volume of B and

W1-1(K,u) is the already defined i-1 Quermassintegral

of dimension n-1 of the orthogonal projection of K onto

a hyperplane with outer normal u. For dimension n=2, we

have:



W (K)=A(K)=area of K,

2W1(K)=M(K)=mean width of K,

W2
(K)= ii

=w2=area of unit circle.

For dimension n=3, we have:

W0(K)=V(K)=volume of K,

3W1
(K)=S(K)=surface area of K,

3w2(K)=M(K)=mean Width of K,

W3(K)=4/3ff=w3=volume of unit ball.

The W are referred to as the fundamental geometric measures

of K. As mentioned earlier, this thesis determines

certain inequalities among them. There is an important

relationship between the volume of a parallel body and the

Quermassentegrals, that is Steiner's formula:

V(K+ABn)= y (7)wicioxi
i=0

For details on the foregoing, see Hadwiger [nor Bonnesen

and Fenchel [1].

Associated with each convex body K is an area

function S(K;w) which is a non-negative totally additive

set function or measure on the Sorel sets w of the unit

sphere Sn-1. The value of S(K;w) is the (n-1) dimen-

sional Hausdorff measure of the set of boundary points of

K at which there is a support hyperplane with outer normal



in W. Here S(K;Sn-1 =S(K), the surface area of K.

S(K; ) satisfies:

a) S(K;w) 0 with strict inequality for open

hemispheres,

<v,u> S(K;dw(u))=0 for all vcSn-1

Condition b) amounts to saying that, if S is considered

to be a mass distribution over Sn-1 with S(K;w) being

the mass on w, then this distribution has its centroid at

-1the center of S Conversely, W. Fenchel and B. Jessen

have shown in [3], as a generalization of a theorem of

Minkowski [10], that if S is totally additive set

function over Sn-1 and satisfies a) and b), then there

is an essentially unique convex body for which S is the

area function. It is easy to see that the sum of two such

area functions is also an area function. Hence we may

define the weighted Blaschke sum AxK1#pxK2 as the convex

body determined by

S(XxK1itpxK2;w)=AS(K ;w)+pS(K2;w),

where
S(K1

w) and S(K2' -w) are the area functions of K1
.

and
K2 respectively and A and p are non-negative numbers.



CHAPTER II.

We begin with a study of generalized convex bodies of

revolution (GCBR) which constitute a special class of

n-dimensional convex bodies. In order to obtain such

body we begin with an n-dimensional convex body of revolu-

tion (CBR) Kl. Let x1,... ,x, denote cartesian coordi-

nates in a system for which the xn-axis is the axis of

revolution of
K1.

We write En-1 for the subspace of

En in which x=0. Let f:En-1±R be a distance function

for an (n-1)-dimensional convex body k, that is if

,x1) are two points in En-1 we

have:

a) f(xl,...,xn_1)>O,

with equality if and only if xi=0 for i=1,...,n-

b) );X>0,

c) f(x +x )<f(x1,-..,x+x ...,x n_1)4-1 n-

+f(x1,-..,xn-1)*

The distance function f characterizes k as the set of

points (xi,.. ,xn-
) of En-1such that

f(xl,...,xn_i)<1.

For details see [1].

10



Define T:Enn by:

T(0,...,0,x )=(0,...,0,x

(3) T(x

r=

Call the image of the CBR Klunder this transformation K.

A GCBR is any obtained in this fashion, or any image

of such a K under a rigid motion. We say K itself is

a GCBR in standard position.

Theorem 1: A GCBR is a convex body

Proof: We may assume the GCBR K to be in standard

position. Consider a hyperplane II parallel to En-1

defined by x = c, which has a nonempty intersection with

the CBR
K1 associated with K. This intersection is an

(n-1)-dimensional ball. Letp(S) be the radius of this ball.

Note that the intersection of K with H(c) is nonempty.

Lemma 1: The intersection of K with 11() is k(c)=p()k

(to within a translation along the x-axis).

Proof of lemma: Let the point ,O be in

the intersection of H(c) with Kl. Then

n-1
2 2

x <p(c)
L=1

1

( rx1 TX

f(xl,,xn_i)
n

11

n-1

l''"' n-1)



If (x1,...,xn) is the image of x)

as described by (3), then

f(xl,...,xn_i

n-1 -2
= = x

i=1

PM=P(xn).

Hence the intersection of H with K is an (n-1)--dimensional

convex body k(C). If k is defined by (1) and (2) and

is situated in the hyperplane x=0, then to within a

translation along the xn-axis, k(C)=p(C)k.

Before continuing with the proof of the Theorem 1,

we introduce some needed terminology and notation. The

x-axis is called the axis of K. Any k(C) is a directrix

for K, and the k(c) for which p() is a maximum is

called the equatorial directrix. We always assume that k

is a non-degenerate (n-1)-dimensional convex body. Let u

be a unit vector which lies in the hyperplane x=0, and

which forms angles et/,...,un_l with the
x1,.. x1

axesaxes respectively. Let P(u) be the half plane (two-

dimensional) spanned by the xn-axis and the vector u.

12



The intersection of P(u) with the boundary of K is

called a meridian of K and denoted by F(u). We call

r (1,0..,0) the prime meridian.

A point in the intersection of the CBR K, with P(u)

may be represented in the form

x=(7 cos a,...,7 cos a

where r<o(c) and

n-1

1).,cos2a. = .

i=1
1

Furthermore, by the convexity of Kl, we know that,

(5) p((l-e) ec)>(1-00(0+op(c), 0<e<1,

for any and c' such that the hyperplanes xn= and

xn=c' both have nonempty intersection with Kl.

Lemma 2: If a point x-(xu...,

section of P(u) with K then

(6)

with equality if and only if x is in F(u).

Proof: Under the transformation T, P(u) goes into itself,

and the image of the point x is

x=(r cos a ,...,r cos

where

_In-1 2
= v y x < gor

- f(cos a ..., cos a .n-I

,) is in the inter-

13



1.In-1
0<r = x.2

i=1

f(cos ct,..., cos an-
)

p(0
f(cos a cos

an-
)

Lemma 3: The GCBR K is characterized by the functions

f and p.

Proof: It is clear that K determines the functions f

and p. Furthermore given any pair of functions f and

which satisfy (1) and (5), we may construct a CBR Kl

from and hence a GCBR K with the x -axis as the

axis of K. The equation of the prime meridian is given

by

14

f(1,0,...,0)*

The description of the equatorial directrix is given by

f(x1,...,xn_1) max<p().

The point (x1,...,xn) is in K if and only if (4) holds.

We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.

To show that K is convex we consider two points in K

satisfying (4) and show that a convex combination of them

also satisfies (4). Let

n-1 r cos ai
2

i=1 f(7. cos a1,...
'r

cos
an-1)



x'=(xi,..,,xn),

satisfy (4) and set

x=(1-0)x1+0x", (0<0<1).

Then

f(x)=f(xl,...,xn)

=fq1-0)xi+02q,....,(1-0)x;1+01

<(1-0)p(xn)+0p(x'n)

(xn).

Thus x is in K by virtue of (4) and K is convex.

This completes the proof of the Theorem.

Since we shall be concerned specifically with rigid

motion invariant properties of individual GCBR, we

shall always take the xn-axis to be the common axis of

any set of GCBR under consideration whose axes are

parallel. Of course if we were studying more general

properties, such as mixed volumes, we would not restrict

attention to co-axial families of GCBR. The equatorial

directrices will often be in the hyperplane x=0. The

phrase two coaxial GCBR with similar directrices" will

mean that a suitable magnification of the hyperplane

xn=0, with center of magnification at the origin, carries

15
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one equatorical directrix into the other when the two GCBR

are located in this fashion.

Here is a particular example of GCBR; we shall call

it a spindle. This is the convex hull of an (n-1)-

dimensional convex body and a segment orthogonal to and

meeting that body in an interior point. Naturally the

segment lies on the axis of the spindle.

If one meridian of a GCBR K is polygonal, then so

are all of its meridians and K is called polygonal.

In particular, spindles are polygonal GCBR. If K' is

that portion of a polygonal GCBR K between two hyper-

planes parallel to the directrix of K which pass through

successive meridian vertices, then K' is a truncated

cone whose vertex lies on the axis of K, and whose

directrix in the usual sense is precisely the directrix

of K' or K. This is easily seen by considering a

truncated right circular cone as the generating CBR.

We say that two coaxial polygonal GCBR are analogous

if they have similar directrices, the prime meridians

have the same number of vertices, and pairs of edges join-

ing corresponding vertices in the prime meridian are parallel.

It is convenient to have the following special approxi-

mation theorem for analogous GCBR.

Theorem 2: Given two coaxial GCBR
Ko

and K1' both with

directrices similar to k, then for each c >0, there are

two analogous polygonal GCBR K ( ) and ye), both with



directrices similar to k, such that

(7) (S(K.,K.(e))< e , 1=0,

Proof: This theorem for the case n=3 is in Firey [4],

for completeness we repeat the proof here with appropriate

dimensional changes. We choose as the x1-axis a direction

for which the distance from the origin to the boundry of

the common directrix k is maximal. We may assume that

the equatorial directrix of all the bodies considered here

are in the hyperplane x=0. This means that the passage

from a prime meridian of a GCBR with directrix similar

to k to any other meridian involves a reduction of

distances to the meridian in the normal direction to the

axis by a positive factor, fixed for each meridian, which

is no more than one.

Let Ai signify the convex closure of the prime

meridian of
K1..

In the plane of the prime meridian we

form the parallel body A+()B, where B is a unit circu-

lar body in the x1-xn-plane. We discard that part of the

set which lies in the half plane x1<0, and call the remain-

ing portion
Ci.

We next select a finite set of support-

ing half planes to Ci, including x1>0, whose intersection

determines a convex polygon Di such that

17

(8) 1 2
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The existence of
Di

is assured by a standard polygonal

approximation Theorem, of Bonnesen and Fenchel [1]. Let

0. be the set of outer unit normal directions to the

half planes whose intersection is Di. Let e=0 UO
0 l'

and let E. denote the intersection of the supporting

half planes to C whose outer normal directions are in O.

Clearly

C.CE.cD.1 1 1'

and so, in the x1-xn-planes

(5(Ei;Ci)< 6/2

Together with (7), this gives

(9) d(Ai;Ei)<E.

Excepting the endpoints of that edge of Ci which are

on the xn-axis, Ci has no vertices, since the parallel

A +)B has no vertices. Hence each of the half planes

whose intersection forms E. contains an edge of E., so
1 1

E. has as many edges as there are directions in O. From
1

this it follows that
E0

and E1
have the same number of

vertices, and that the edges joining corresponding pairs

of vertices are parallel.

Let P. be the boundary of E. with the edge lying
1 1

18
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on the xn-axis removed. With P as a prime meridian and

with an equatorial directrix similar to k, we form the

polygonal GCBR
K0

(E). From the preceding comments, we

see that K0 (c) and
K1

(c) are coaxial, analogous, GCBR.

Now in order to prove (7) we need to show that the distance

between support hyperplanes H and H(E) to Ki and

K(e) which have the same outer normal direction, cannot

exceed e. Let E be a half plane, bounded by the

xn-axis, whose intersection with H contains a boundary

point of K. The similarity of the directrices of K.

and K.(E), and the parallelism of H and H(E) show that

the intersection of E with H(E) contains a boundary point

f K.(E). Moreover, the lines

L=EAH, L(E)=EA H(E)

are parallel support lines to the meridians of Ki and

K1(c) in If H is the half plane of the prime meridian,

i.e., x1:?_0, then by (9) the distance between L and L(E)

does not exceed E. As noted at the beginning of the proof,

if H is any other meridian half-plane, then the correspond-

ing meridians of K. and Ki(E) are obtained from the prime

meridians by multiplying all distances in directions normal

to the xn-axis by a fixed factor. This factor cannot exceed.
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one by virtue of our special choice for the x1-axis and

prime meridian. Hence the distance from II to ll(e) is no

more than c. This completes the proof of the Theorem.

Observe that the approximations K0(e) and Ki(E)

can be chosen so that no edge of a meridian is parallel to

the xn-axis; we simply exlude the direction of the positive

x1-axis from the set 0 above.

We shall be concerned in this chapter with two methods

of combining two GCBR to form a third. The first method

is vector or Minkowski addition. Subsequently we discuss

a second method: Blaschke addition. In the next chapter

we shall discuss intermediate types of addition for convex

bodies of revolution. For each method of addition we obtain

formulas which describe the corresponding convex combination

of two GCBR with similar directrices (or CBR for inter-

mediate additions). More precisely, we describe how to

construct the prime meridian of such a combination from a

knowledge of the prime meridian of the summands. Then we

prove a special decomposition theorem: A polygonal

GCBR(CBR) is the vector or Blaschke sum (intermediate) of

a finite number of coaxial spindles with similar directrices.

To begin we describe the vector sum of two truncated

cones. Let C be a cone with vertex at the origin, and

so placed with respect to the xn-axis that the intersection



(10)
C1 (3= = = -cot ,

0 1

where (3 is the angle between the positive xn-axis and the

outer normal to the prime meridian.

Let

x )6C:0<c < x <r.K={(xl'"'' n '

as with K0' we form

21

of C with a hyperplane
xn=

0 is an -1)-dimensional

body similar to a fixed body k, further we require that

the xn-axis meets k and all of its similar crossections

in an interior point. We ca11 k the directrix of C.

For positive numbers and , set
0

Ki={(xl,...,xn)eC:0<xn<.},i=0,1.

then

K =(1-0)K0+0K

= (xl,...,xn)cC:xn<(1-0)0+0y-.

Let Co be the x/-coordinate of the intersection of the

prime meridian of C with the hyperplane

n=c =(1-0) +0
0

Hence

C =(1-0)C +OC
0 0 l'

and
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K =(1-0)K +ex

={(x ...,xn)EC:co<xn<01.

In light of (10), in order to determine Ko it is sufficient

to specify only k, and (3. Since k is fixed,

we may denote Ko by K(0, 61,). Further (3.-/e can be

found from

co c6
- cot for 0<(3<ff/2 or Tr/2<(3<ff.

0 c6

Of course K(Er,6, 0,0 is determined only to within a transla-

tion. In what follows, we use sets of type mq, 0,0 as

building blocks to construct a convenient description for

vector sums of more general GCBR.

Suppose Ko and
K1

are analogous GCBR with

directrices similar to k. We make the restriction here

that no polygonal edge of a meridian is parallel to the

xn-axis. Denote the edges of the prime meridian Fi
by

their (xxn) coordinates as follows:

0 0 1 1 m
(Ci Ci),(Ci,Ci),...,(Cim , ci),

0 mwherei=O. We also have

j j+1 j j+1
C -Co o

13j j+1 j j+1 - cot

co-co ci-cl
for j=0,1,...,m-1. Here is the measure of the angle



between the outer normal to the edge joining the points

(j Cj) and (Ej+1Cj4-1) and the positive xn-axis. We

j j+1
choose the indexing so that

Ci
<
Ci

and
13j j 1,

034 /2). This can be done because
ri

is concave with

respect to the x -axis. The part of K. having xn-

coordinates

j j+1
is a G0311 which we denote 1)37

'

Clearly

m-1

(13) K.=
j+1

j=0 j

We We now describe the vector sum of two GCBR in the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 3- If
Knu

and K1
are coaxial analogous poly-

'

gonal GCBR with similar directrices, described by (12)

and (13), then the sum

K0= (1-0)K +OK
0- o

is a GCBR given by

(14)

where

m-1
K= Yi K(30,

j=0

j+1
,

23



(15) = (1-0)C48-i
0

and cie is determined from

(16)
j+1Ce - E0

j+1
- cot

f3,jce -

Proof: We wish to show that Ke=VK(Cie,

is equal to Ke = 1-e)KeeK1. From Grunbaum

[11,p.14] we have KeAL(Ke, ((1-e)K nv(1-0)K u))-1-
0,

+(exii\voici, u)) where L(K, u) is the support hyperplane

with outer normal u to K. That is, the face of K with

outer normal u is the weighted sum of the faces of K0

and K1 with the same outer normal. For an arbitrary

unit vector u,(1-0)K0nL((1-0)K0,u) is on the boundary of

(1-0)(K(,Ci Cj-1-1 ) and
OK1

AL(OK u) is on the
0 0 ' j

boundary of 0K(,Cj Cj) for some j, and the sum
1 1

is on the boundary of K('
0Cjj+1,

O.) and thus on the
0

boundary of Re. Since Ke and Re are both convex we

have K0= = K The formulas (15) and (16) come from the
O

standard description of a polygonal GCBR. Of course this

description is only to within a translation along the

xn-axis.

24



In general, if
Ko

and
K1 are coaxial GCBR with

similar directrices, then by Therorem 2, we may simultan-

eously approximate
Ko

and K1 to within c by analogous

polygonal GCBR
Ro

and R having similar directrices,

and whose prime meridians have no edges parallel to the

common axis. That is, for a preassigned c>0, we have

(S(Ki, .)< E.
1

is clearly continuous in its summands

find that

R = (1-0)R
o+

and Kl' we

25

tends to as s tends to 0.

For i =0,1, let (y(3),ciM) be the (xi,

coordinates of those points on the prime meridians ri at

which the support line to the prime meridians in the

(xxn) plane has an outer normal which makes angle (3

with the positive x-axis.

Then

(17) ;3(fi) = (1-0)0M+6 O<P'<ff-

In the polygonal case we deduce from (15) that

(3- X

i1
tan (3,n(Ce -Co)

8 0
=

Consequently we have, in the limit, the Stieltjes integral

Since the vector sum Ke = (1-0)K0+
1



representation for Ce(6):

(18) com = c (To )( tan -6- d0(--6).

The concavity of re insures that e is of bounded

variation. Equations (17) and (18) provide a parametric

representation for the prime meridian re of Ke. We

summarize these last results

Theorem 4: If
Knu

and K1 are coaxial GCBR with

similar directrices and no segment of the prime meridian

parallel to the axis, then (17) and (18) describe the

prime meridian
F0

of K = (1-0)K0+exl' . this together with

the directrix similar to that of
K0

and K1 determine

to within a translation.

As a consequence of this theorem, we know that the

vector sum of coaxial GCBR is again a GCBR. In parti-

cular, formulas (15) and (16) remain valid if we allow

some of the vertices to coalesce. That is, the conditions

of analogous GCBR does not require all the vertices to

be distinct. The formulas (15) and (16) can be used in

all cases where
K0

and
K1

are coaxial polygonal

GCBR with similar directrices.

We are now ready to prove a decomposition theorem.
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Theorem 5: A polygonal GCBR K, with no edges parallel

to its axis can be represented by a finite vector sum of

spindles, each coaxial with K and having directrices

similar to the directrices of K.

Proof: We proceed by induction on the number of vertices

of the prime meridian of K. Let m+1 be the number of

vertices of the prime meridian r of K, including end

points, numbered from zero to m. If m=2, then K is

a spindle. Suppose that for m<N, N>2, a GCBR with

m+1 vertices on its prime meridian is a vector sum of

spindles. Let F be the prime meridian of K with N+2

different vertices listed by their (x xn)
coordinates as:

N+1 N+1 0 N+1
, ), = = 0.

Suppose 13 is the angle between the outer normal of the

edge joining (0, ci) (C j+1, c3+1) and the positive

x -axis. By assumption, nois ff/2. Without loss

of generality, assume1>e. Define, in the notation of

(13),

0 =N,(3 POK(N'0,13N),0

with
K0

having a directrix similar to that of K. The

prime meridian of
K0

has the vertices

0 0 1 1 N N N+1 N+1
o)," o, o),



0, N+1
with C = = 0. Determine points in the (x -x n)

0

plane to be the prime meridian of a GCBR K1 in this

fashion: first determine Ej by
1

(19)

Because of the assumption C >N and the concavity of F,

j N
we have

CI>C1'
Hence >0 for j=0,. N+1. Then

0
is determined by fixing ci =

step by step, from

rj j+1
(20) '1 1j j+1 cos 8 j=0,...,N.

1 -1

This yields the set of vertices

0 0 1 1 N N N+1 N+1
(El' 1.)'(E1' cl) = (El ' 1 )'

with C0 =N+1 = O. These vertices determine a polygon
1 1

r1
concave with respect to the x-axis. So K1 is the

GCBR with
I'1

as its prime meridian and with directrix

similar to that of K. Either 1>CN and K has N+1

vertices or1 = EN and K1 has N vertices. n either

case, Kl is a sum of spindles by the induction hypo-

thesis. However K =
K0 +K1'

Indeed

and determining

28



= =0 1 0

By substitution in (20) and using the angles (3

'

we

recover the 0 by the standard procedure. Thus K is

a sum of spindles. This completes the inductive argument.

The second type of addition we consider is Blaschke

addition. The sum of two convex bodies is given by adding

their surface area functions to obtain a surface area

function for a third sum body. This process was described

in the introduction. Here we shall show that, just as with

vector addition, Blaschke addition can be represented in

terms of the prime meridian and that a polygonal GCBR

is the Blaschke sum of spindles.

In the introduction we noted that, if S(Ki,w) is

the area function for K then the linear combination

a0S(K0,0+a1S(K1,w), ai>O, 0,1

is also an area function and so there is a convex body

for which it is the area function. We denote this body,

unique to within a translation, by

a xK #a xK
0 0 1 1

and call it the weighted Blaschke sum of K and K1.

Note that in n-space,n-1xK = AK. If a = 1-0 and
0

a1= eo<e <1 then set

29



K0# = (1-e)xK0 #exK 1'

Fenchel and Jessen [3] showed that, in the Hausdorff

metric, Ko# is continuous in the weights and summands.

We begin with a description of sums of polygonal GCBR.

As with vector addition, we first investigate sums of

truncated cones. Let C be a cone with vertex at the

origin, and so placed with respect to the xn-axis that the

intersection of C with a hyperplane x, (>0 is an

(n-1) dimensional body similar to a fixed body k. Further

we require that the xn-axis meets k and all of its

similar crossections at an interior point. We call k

the directrix of C. For positive numbers (0 and (

set

K= {(x1,...,xn)6C:0<xn<C1}, i = 0,1.

We let denote the angle between the outer normal of

the prime meridian of C (also K.) and the positive

x-axis. Thus if C and C are the distances from the
0 1

x.-axis to the prime meridian in the-hyperplane x = (0 and

xn
= (l' then

(21)
F0

= - cot
0 1

30

The (n-1) dimensional volume (here called area) of any

directrix k of C is proportional to the area of an



(n-1) ball of radius C, where C is the distance in

the x -direction from the xn-axis to the boundary of k.
1

allustheareaofthebase.oficis proportional to

n-1C. i = 0,1. In order that corresponding base areas

are added, we determine Co, 0<0<1, from

(1-0)-1+0c7-1.

Let e be determined by the relationship

_ cot 13.
Co

We then find that

,n-1
(=e = (1-e)çn-14.0 n-1

Define

Ko# = {(x1,...,xn)EC:0<xn<C0}.

The area of the base of K0#
is the weighted sum of the

areas of the bases of
K0

and
K1'

Similarly, the lateral

area swept out by a vector from the origin to a connected

set on the boundary of the base of Ki and K0#
is

proportional to the n-1 power of ci and Hence

we see that

Ke# = (1-0)xK0#OxK1.

That is the weighted Blaschke sum of two coaxial cones
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K0
and

K1
of height and

c1
is a cone K0# of

height ce.

Next set

K1 = {(x 1,...,x )C:0< <x <i'c 1 i = 0,1,
n

K. = {(xl'' x )EC:0<x
<Ci 1

The body

K =(1-e)xK #exK8# 0 1

is that part of C for which
1

' n-10<x < )( 'n-1+0 ( =

From this and the description of Kei#, it follows that

Ke# = (1-0)xx0#oxic1

is that part of C for which

<x <ce- e

Moreover, if is the
x1 coordinate of the inter-

()

section of the prime meridian with the hyperplane

xn
= c , then

1

'(24)e = p1-0)(Vn-1 n-1+e(y

Notice that, in order to determine Ke;#, it is sufficient

to know k, and (3. Since k will always be

fixed, in this discussion, we will denote Kett by the



same symbol used in the discussion of vector addition,

K(t;0, 0m. As before, the distance between truncating

hyperplanes of K(eE ,eE ,f3) is determined by

(25) 0 0
= - cot 13.

-C
0

This description has been developed in terms of

K(0,0,13),(3) for which C <C and 7112<13<11; however, it is
0 0

clear that (22), (24) and (25) also hold for Eo< and

0<13<7/2. Further, this description does not depend on the

fact that the xn-coordinate of the vertex is zero; that is

K(0, (3,(3) is determined only to within a translation in

the direction of the
xn-axis.

Now let
Ko

and K be analogous GCBR with

similar directrices. We denote the vertices of their prime

meridians r as before, by their
(x1'

x) coordinates:
n

cl), ...,(T, eT),

with Ei = 0, i _ 0,1, and set

El
j+1

j j+1
C. C.

Since
K0

and K are analogous, P. is the measure of

33

the angle between the positive x -axis and the edge joining

- cot (3 j = ,m-1, i - 0,1.



is chosen so that cj<cj+1and Further, we8 n
1'

assume that ep/2. That part of K. for which

j j+1 j+1
C <x <C. is the GCBR which is denoted by K(Ci,

Hence

(26)

Define

(27) Cj

(28)

m-1 .j j+1
K. V K(Ci,

j=0

j j+1
C
0 0

[(../.._0(cg)n-1+0( )

- cot 8..

Co-Co

Further ci<ci+1
e 0

and determine c"/
'
step by step, from a first choice of

e

0
C and

These values determine points in the prime meridian plane

,0\,,1 rl\, ,frm rm\,
k 0, kc=0,

0
with C =m = 0. These are the vertices of a polygon

0

which is concave with respect to the x-axis. since

Using Fe as a prime merid-

ian, and using a directrix similar to that of K and K1,
1,

34

(cl,
(3+1, q+1) for . The indexing

1

-1 n-1



we form the GCBR

m-1
(29) Ke = KM33, (3.3

j=0

Since
Fe

is polygonal, and from the fact that

we conclude that

K0# = (1-0)xK0#0xKl'

We summarize this as our next theorem.

Theorem 6: If Kn and K1 are coaxial analogous polygonal

GCBR with similar directrices, thenand K1
1

represented by (26) and Ke# = (1-0)xK0#OxK1 is a GCBR

which is represented by (27), (28), and (29) to within a

translation.

For the general case we use our earlier approximation

result, Theorem 2. If
Ko

and K1 are coaxial GCBR with

similar directrices, then we simultaneously approximate

them by analogous polygonal bodies ko and kl with

directrices similar to those of K0
Kl,and and whose

prime meridians have no edge 'parallel to their common

axis. This approximation is made so that for preassigned

c>0,

j j+1/(0,E0,.) = (1-0)xK(E

#0xKW CJ-'l'

j+1
o

are
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cS(Ki, Ki)<E, 1= 0,1.

Since the Blaschke sum
ett = (1-0)xK0 #0xK1 is continuous

in Ko and Kl, the weighted sums Ro# =(1-0)xR0#0A-1

tend to
K0# as 6 tends to

In order to determine equations corresponding to (27)

and (24), let y(3) and CiM be the xl and xn

coordinates of that point on the prime meridian

at which there is a support line in the (x xn) plane

with an outer normal making an angle 13. with the positive

x-axis. Then, in lieu of (27), we may conclude from the

approximation argument that

1

el(13) = P_(3 )(yMn-14-0(yMn-11 n-1

From (27) we find, by solving for that

j+1 0 j+1 i
co = tan

i=1

In the limit we have the Stieltjes integral representation

c =c0(70 )( tan -1§

Here again the concavity of Fe insures that E0 is of

bounded variation. This yields our next Theorem.
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Theorem 7. If
K0 and

K1 are coaxial GCBR with

similar directrices, then (29) and (30) describe paramet-

rically. The prime meridian re of Keo (1-0)xK0#OxK1.

This, together with the fixed directrix, determines Koo

to within a translation.

Notice that, as a consequence of this Theorem, the

Blaschke sum of coaxial GCBR is again a GCBR, and in

particular formulas (27) and (28) remain valid if we allow

some of the vertices in the prime meridian to coalesce.

That is, the condition of analogous GCBR does not require

all vertices to be distinct. Thus (27) and (28) may be

used in all cases where
Ko

and
K1 are coaxial polygonal

GCBR with similar directrices.

We are now ready for a decomposition Theorem, analogous

to Theorem 5, but for Blaschke's addition, which holds for

polygonal GCBR.

Theorem 8: A polygonal GCBR K which has no meridian

edges parallel to its axis can be represented as a finite

Blaschke sum of spindles, all coaxial with K and with

directrices similar to that of K.

The proof is almost exactly the same as that of

Theorem 5, only in this case we use

1

El -j )n-1 _ r ri11-11 n-1j -
01
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in place of (19). The resulting Blaschke summation gives

the proper decomposition since,

1

[Co)n-1 (q)n-11 n-1

The rest of the proof is unchanged.

We note here that the forgoing descriptions of vector

and Blaschke addition have an important special case.

They hold for a convex body of revolution where the

directrix is, of course, an (n-1) ball.



(32)

CHAPTER III

The process of combining convex bodies to yield new

convex bodies by the addition of area functions of a given

order p is less well-understood when 1<p<n-1 than in

the cases p=1 (Minkowski addition) or p=n-1 (Bloschke

addition). All that is known so far is that intermediate

area functions of the same index can be added to yield

another area function of that index for pairs of coaxial

CBR, see Firey [5]. Thus in what follows, the descrip-

tions are similar to those concerning Blaschke and Minkowski

addition; however they apply only to coaxial convex bodies

of revolution and not in general to coaxial GCBR.

Let C be a solid cone of revolution with vertex at

the origin, and with the x-axis as the axis of revolution.

For positive numbers and
l'

set
0

= f(x1,...,xn)cC:0<xn<1}, 1=0,

We let P, be the angle between the outer normal to the

prime meridian and the positivex -axis for both
K0

and

Kl. Thus if and are the distance from the x-

axis to the prime meridian in the hyperplane x0

xn=Cl' then

-cot V

From the special formula for the Quermassintegral of a

39



truncated cone [7, p. 2201 with angle 13, and radius

of the base d;

W (K) = Cdn-P !pllh +
n

wp-1 COS T
0

where w is the volume of the p-dimensional ball and

We now define

Kop = f(xl,...,xn)c C:0<xn<0}

and we write

Kop = (1-0)xK0 #130xK1 .

That is, the weighted p-sum of Ko and Kl is a cone

Kep of height C e, vertex at the origin.

Next set

ff(f1)/2

Cn nr((n+1)/2)

thWe see that W (K) is proportional to the n-p power

of the radius of the base for a fixed angle 3. Thus, so

that p-dimensional areas at points with corresponding

outer normals are added, we determine 0<0.<1, from

ir-(3

sinPT
2

40

= (1-0)q-P + 81
n-p

is determined from the requirement that

co = -cot

Then co



K. = f(x1"'" xn)6C:0<xn

K. = {(x1,.
1

,.,xn)cC: <x
i

1=0 1

K. =
1

Then we have

K0 (1-0)xK0 # OxK
p 1

being that part of C for which

1

0<x <F1-0)(V ge

From this, the description of K0 the fact that the

functional W (K) is additive with respect to unions, it

follows that

I V

K ICOp
= (1-0)xK # OxOp .1

is that part of C for which

yxn<. .

Moreover, if is the
x1

coordinate of the inter-

section of the prime meridian of C with the hyperplane

x = then

(35) = kie)(C)nP +61(ci
n-p

As with vector and Blaschke addition, we will denote

41



KOp
by K(C with directrix of course an (n-1)-

8' 0'

ball. The distance between truncating hyperplanes is

given by

(36) cot

The same comments apply here as following (25), that these
1

descriptions are valid for cases where C <C and 0<(3<ff/2
8 8

as well as for the case where yt4) and Tr/2<<ff,

and that the description is independent of the value of

the x-coordinate of the vertex. We continue by letting

K0
and

K1 be analogous CBR. The vertices of the prime

meridian are given by their (x xn) coordinates:

C1),% ,(E111., CT),

with = 0, i-0,1.

Set

j ,j+1

J- j+1 = - cot 13j, j= 0,1,... =0,1,
C. C

where (3 is the measure of the angle between the positive

x-axis and the edge joining (El, ql) to (q+1, C1+1)

for i = 0,1. The indexing is chosen so that ci<cj+1

and (3.>f3. . Also we assume that Vtff/2. That part of
j 3+1

42



K. for which c'?<x <c is the CBR which is denotedn-- i

by j j+1
,

Define

1

= (1-0)(j)n-P + A(r3)11-1) n-p

and determine step by step from a first choice of

0
and

(39) q+1cje

Further

hence

j=0

j-1-1
-

= _ cot
c

jC j+1
0 0

we form

m-1 j+1(40)
K0p K,

j=0

43

These values determine points in the prime meridian plane:

(E0C0)(1 C1)(ell Cm),0' 6, 0' 6' 0

with e`e) = = 0. These are the vertices of a polygon

which is concave with respect to the xn-axis, since

Using r6 as a prime meridian,

K. =



Since F is polygonal, and from the fact that

,j+1
ce , 0j) = (1e) x 1(,i

,

ci+1
0 0 , (3j)

#pexK(C1, C1+1,

and since the pth area is additive, we conclude that

Kep = (1-0)xK0#pexK1.

We state these conclusions as a Theorem.

Theorem 9: If and
K1

are analogous polygonal CBR

then
K0

and K1 are represented by (37) and Kep =

(1-e)xK0
#p exK is a CBR which is represented by (38),

(39), and (40) to within 4 translation.

We have shown by construction that the p-sum of two

analogous polygonal CBR exists. From Firey [5] , we

know that the p-sum of coaxial pairs of sufficiently smooth

CBR exists. Here we extend this result to all coaxial

CBR. We first use the fact that any CBR can be approxi-

mated arbitrarily closely by a CBRK with the smoothnessj

assumption that the support function h of the prime

meridian F. of the CBR K. has a continuous second

derivative h. and h.+h is strictly positive for lati-

K(C

)
J
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tude angle 0, where -1112<0<ff/2. Further, if two convex



bodies K and k have equal p-area functions, then

and k differ by at most a translation.

Let
Ko

and
K1

be coaxial CBR with p-area

functions Sp(K0.,' w) and Sp(Ki; w). Let {K0j}:0 and

r be two sequences of sufficiently smooth CBR whoselj j=0

limit in the Hausdorff metric is
K0

and
K1 respectively.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the first

body in each sequence
K00 K10and is a ball of

sufficient size so that it contains all of the succeeding

terms of the sequences. Then the p-sum of K

exists for each and we write

KoittpKii = K . .

In particular, K0 is a ball and K .C1Kp0 for each j.p

Thus {Ki0 is a bounded sequence and by the Blaschke
P i=

selection theorem, [1] there is a subsequence which con-

verges. For convenience, we write this as {K
Pi i=

Call the limit body K .

On the other hand, the corresponding area functions

also have weak limits which are area functions of the

same index for the limit bodies. These limits are deter-

mined for continuity sets w of the p-area functions

S
(Ki. '

' w). In general, a continuity set of an arbitraryp j

45

and K .
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set function is a Borel set w of the sphere , for

which

0(w) = 0(2Y,

wwhere is the closure of w and 0is the interior

of w (with respect to Q)[3]. For two set functions

and T , if

0(w) = T(w)

for all common continuity sets w, then 0 and T are

identical over the Borel sets of Q. A sequence of set

functions, 01, 0"" is convergent to a set function

0 if

for each continuity set w of 0. The set function 0-

is then uniquely determined and is called the limit function

of the sequence. Theorem II 1n [3] shows that this is the

same as weak convergence for measures on the Borel sets of

Q.

Now we wish to show that K is the p-sum of
Ko

and
K1' For continuity sets of the limit functions, we

have from Theorem IX of [6]

S (K w)
p 03

(K
Sp 0 '

S (K . )
p 13'

S (K w)
P PJ

(K
Sp 1

S (K
P P

'

,

),

).

From the definition of K. also have
Pj



S (K (i3) = S (K w) + S (K
P Pi P p lj'

So in the limit,

S (K , w) = S
(K0'

w) + Sp(K1, w).P P P

the limits on the right side are unique, so

K = K # K0 p 1

is uniquely determined up to a translation.

In order to obtain integral formulas for the general

case, we use the earlier approximation result, Theorem 2:

that two coaxial CBR
K0 and

K1 can be simultaneously

approximated by analogous polygonal bodies Ko and Ri

which have no edge parallel to the common axis. This

approximation is made so that for preassigned c>0

cS(K)<E, i = 0,1.

Since the p-area functions S (K, w) which determine the

p-sums are continuous in K [6], we know that the weighted

SUM

Rep = (1e)x0R # exRp '

tends to

K =(1-0)xK # OxKOp op
as e tends to 0. For i= 0,1, let and Ci()

be the (x1, xn) coordinates of that point on the prime

meridian I'i at which there is a support line in the
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(x xn) plane with an outer normal making an angle with

the positive ns. Then we may conclude from the

approximation argument that

-(41) [(1-0)(())n-P e)( ())n-id n-13

Solving (3_9) for

cj+1
0
e z

n=1

tan n+1_0)
n 0

In the limit we have the Stieltjes integral representation

)( tan 71; d(42) c 03) = (ff)

The concavity of r insures that is of bounded

variation. Thus we have proved our next theorem.

Theorem 10. If
K0 and

K1 are coaxial CBR, then--

(41) and (42) describe parametrically the prime meridian

F of KOp = (1-0)kK # OxK which determines K, to-- p u p --

within a translation.

As a result of this Theorem, we may now drop the restriction

of analogous CBR.

We now state a theorem similar to Theorems 5 and 8,

except that it holds here for polygonal CBR.



Theorem 11. A polygonal CBR K which has no meridian

edges parallel to its axis can be represented by a finite

p-sum of spindles, all coaxial with K.

The proof is that of Theorem 5 except that for (19),

we use,

1

pj)n-p_(c,g)n-pl

n-p

The resulting p-summation gives the proper decomposition

since

n-p
"0) -I- (q)n-T-P .

The rest of the proof is unchanged.
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CHAPTER IV

In this chapter we consider the behavior of the

fundamental measures of n-dimensional GCBR under vector

and Blaschke addition. The results obtained yield

inequalities among these measures for two coaxial GCBR

Ko and Kl, and their weighted sums Ko or Ke#.

Similar results will be obtained for CBR under

p-addition. The case of vector addition is somewhat

streamlined and we consider this situation first.

Let
K0

and
K1 be coaxial GCBR with the same

directrix k (up to a translation). Then

K = (1-0)K + OK
0 0 1

also has the same directrix k. Then the GCBR {K0:0<0<1}

all lie in the same cylinder; and so form, in Hadwiger's

terminology, a canal family with parameter 8, see [7].

More precisely, this family is a linear canal family.

The criterion for linearity is that for coefficients
a0' a1

satisfying a0, al>0' a + a
0

= 1, and for 00 and

satisfying 0.<81<1, we have

= a K +
0

80

0 =a0 +a0
1 0 1 1

A short computation shows that this holds for the family

{K0
}.
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By a remark in Hadwiger [7, p. 2521 a linear canal

family satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 10 of Hadwiger

.[7, p. 256]. This tells us that the J
th

Quermassintegral

W.(K ) is concave with respect to the parameter 0. As
J

an inequality we have then

(43)(1.40141. -1-01VJ - J 0

Now suppose Ko and Kl are coaxial GCBR with

directrices A0 k and A1 k respectively. It follows

that K has directrix A k, where

(1-0)X04-0A1,

or

(44) A0-0A1 = (1-0)A

Set

K = LI K. i = 0,1,1 A.

However

and

0A1
A

Using this notation we may write by (43):

W.(K0' )>(1-0)(W.(K0
)+8 W.(K ) .

J J

<j<n.



K01 )K0 t 0 K;

1 K0.

0

Thus we have

Ke
ex K OX

K1VT0-) (1- A )W.(A°)+eJo a Ji

Since W is homogeneous of degree n-j, we have

x .1 ex1 1
. W.(K ) > W.(K )+ W.(K )

n-j j
xn-j

j 0 X n-j j 0
0

X1
A

We use (44) to obtain, finally

w.ac N (1 -0)W.(K ) OW.(K )
j 0 j 0 .4. j 1

n -j -1 n -j -1 n -j -1
X X X
0 o 1

Let o. be a real-valued set function, defined over

all non-degenerate n-1 dimensional convex bodies k,

such that , a is rigid motion invariant, positive, and

homogeneous of degree one, that is

a(Xk) =Xa(k), (X>0).

OX
1 OA1 K1

X 4- X A
0 0 0 1

[(1-0)K0+0K1l
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Example: maximum width or average width. Define the set

function a over all GCBR by

a(K) = a(k),

where k is the equatorial directrix of K In our

earlier notation

a(K0)
X -

a(K)
0<0<1

0

so (45) becomes

W.(K ) MAK0 )
OW.(K1

)

J j>(1-0) j

an-j
+

an-j-1(KO) -1(K
0)

an-3-1 (K1)

We relate this result as the next Theorem.

Theorem 12: If
K,u

and
K1

are coaxial GCBR with

similar directrices and

Ke = (1-0)K0 + OKi

is their weighted vector sum, then (48) holds, where

.W
(K0 v

) is the j
th Quermassintegral and a(K0) is any

j

set of functions of the type described in (46) and (47).

If
Kr,u

and K1 have identical equatorial directrices,

then (43) holds. (For bodies of revolution, this appears

in Hadwiger [7, p. 2501.)

Turning now to Blaschke addition, we first seek

concavity theorems similar to (48) concerning the

Quermassintegrals of CBR K0' K1
and K0#' where



K is the weighted Blaschke sum of K and K
0# 0 1'

From Hadwiger [7, p. 218] we have the following

representation forWj (K) in case K is a polygonal

body of revolution with no segment on the meridian parallel

to the axis of revolution.

(49) W.(K) =
Cn

Here d is the equatorial radius, W3) as before is the

radius of the ball Mil, where H is the hyperplane

intersecting K in points such that the outer normal

makes an angle 13 with the axis of revolution with con-

vention that C(f3) is a left continuous function at steps.

Also

n-1
2

n4-1
)nF 2

is a positive constant which depends only on the dimension

n. Let K be a polygonal convex body of revolution, and

choose

N) >131 >I3m-1"/2>I3m>>(3n

to be a sequence of angular measures formed by the xn-axis

and the outer normals to the segments of the polygonal

meridian. For (3, >13>13. we have d = W). We now
m-1

n-j n-j
d - (W)) sin d13.

cos 213
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separate the integral in (49) into two terms, one of which

(C())n-isinj
Cn

cos2f3
13m-1

We denote by Am the coeficient of dn-j. For the integral

involving (C())11-3 in the interval 1>-i we use

the notation A., where = C) is constant over

this interval. With this notation, we restate (49) as

r n-jW.(K) = dn-jA - A.m

or

(51)="m11.-J-W.((I.
itm

1

(i) _ n-iLet P - CiAi . Then (51) becomes

(52) (P(i))n-j = (P(m))n-j-W.(K).
im

To compute the Blaschke sum of K0 and Kl, we use

has

(50)

dn-j as a factor:

W.(K) = Cndn-j

13m .()

+5 )(113(c
m-1f 1-sinJ13 cfl3

0 %1+1 cos (3 %1 cos2 (3



the relation (27) to find from 0 and El. We

restate this with dependence on the index i indicated:

n-1 n-1
(53) (Eei)n-1 = (1-0)(E0i) 4.e(Cli)

The A. are dependent only on the angles (3., which are

the same for the convex bodies
K0'

K1, and K . Hence

1

a similar relationship would hold for E.An-3 =i

That is

(54)(i) n-1 (1_0(p(i))n- (i)
(Pe + 0(P. )

0 i

We now use the fact that a power function of one

variable, for example f(x) = xs, is concave from below

when s<1 and concave from above for s>1. Thus if

xe (1-0)x0+0x1, for xo, x1>0, 0<0<1, we have

f(xe)>(1-0)f(x0)+0f(x1), for s<1; and the inequality

is reversed in this last inequality for s>1. Let

n-j
s -

n-1

If j = 2,...,n, then s<1, if j = 0, s>1 and if j , s = 1

and f is linear. Therefor with

(i) n-1
xe ' (Pe ) 0<e<1,

we have
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(p(i)N11-j
0 ) °)-0 ) 'u1/41-1 1

for j = 2,...,n, and

(Pi)n<(1-0)(P( ) n+O(P(i))n
0 1

The case j = 1 is (54); In what follows we suppose

j = 2,...,n. The results for j = 0 are found by

reversing the inequality and for j = 1 by replacing the

inequality by equality. Summing (55a) over all values of

tm, we have

X (1)(0")n-3>(1-0) X (13(()1))n-j+e
(p1.1))

itm itm itm

From (52) we may replace these last summations and obtain

(Pr)n-j-Wj(Ke)>(1-0)<Pm)P-j-Wi(K0))+0((Pi(m))n-j-Wi(K )),

Or after rearrangement,

WAK )
(1-0)W.(K0 )+OW.(K1

)+(P(m))n-j-(1-0)(P(m))n-j-0(P(m)).
j 0 1

We now specialize this formula to the case where the

equatorial radii of Ko and Kl (and hence of KO

(
are all equal. Because (m)P6 )n-j - A dm , where Am

is

57

a constant depending only on j and d0 = d0 - is the

constant equatorial radius, we find that



(m) n-j --(m) n-
(Pe ) -(1-to)(1,0

58

8(P(m))n-j = Am(de-(1-6)d1-0d1) = O.
1

By the approximation Theorem 2, we may drop the restriction

that
K0

and
K1

are polygonal bodies of revolution.

This yields the following Theorem.

Theorem 13. If
0

and K1 are coaxial convex bodies of

revolution with the same equatorial radius and

Ke# = (1-0)xK0#OxK1

is their weighted Blaschke sum, then

W.(K )<(1-0)W.(K )+0w.(K ), j =
J 0# - JO Jl

W (K )--(1-e)w (K )+8W K ),
1 e# o

w0 (K6# )>(1-e)w0 (K0 )+OW0 (K1 )-

We now extend Theorem 13 to CBR with differing

equatorial radii. Suppose
K0

and K1 are CBR with radii

X d and
0

respectively. Then Ke# has the equatorial

radius A0d, where

A1= (1-e)xn-1-FOXn-1
e o 1 '

0<e<1.

Define

1K. = K. 1=
1 A. a'

n-1
eAl

n-1



Then we write

K = (1-0)xK #0xK0# 0 1

K0'# = (1-0)xK#0'xK.

We have 0<0 <1: division (57) by An-1, gives_
0

(1-0)Xn-1 n-1
0A101 -

n-1 ' n-1
X A0

and both terms on the right are non negative, and so

between 0 and 1.

We shall use the following lemma.

Lemma: K0,# - 1-0')xKt# xK1 =
0#'

Proof: K = (l-0 )x KT#xK'07# 0 1

n-1 n-11-0X
"1n-1) 1 xK 1

1 v

X X 0
n-1 0# ( n-1

A0
A1

n-1 n-1 n-1
A

-0A1 OX
0 1

( ,
An-1

)xKu ,n-1
0 1

1-0)xK0#0xKl]

1 1=x K = -- K .n-1 8# A 0#
X 8
8
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Apply Theorem 13 to K0,0 for j = 1,...,n, and

obtain

1

147.(K'0
) (1-0)141. (K0 )4-0'W )

J 0 J

BYthe'lernmaancidefinitionsofeand.K.we have

n-1 n-1
BX OX

. W.(K ) (1 1
) 1 w +

1 W (K11

n-j j .j 1xn-J J F Xn-11 Xn-1 Xn-1
0 0 0 0 1

Next we use (57) and simplify to obtain

Xj-1W.(K )<(1-0)Xj-1W (K )+0Xj-1W (K )(58)
J 00- 0 j 0 1 j

When j = 1, equality holds from the definition of

Blaschke addition, and when j = 0, the inequality is

reversed. We recall the definitions of a and a from

(46) and (47) to state our next result.

Theorem 14. If Knu and K1
are coaxial convex bodies of

revolution and
K00 = (1-0)xK0 ,itexK1

is their weighted

Blaschke sum, then

i) 3+1(K00) j(K 0)<(1-0)ai-1(K )Wj(K0)+0ai-1(Ki)Wj(K1),

j= 2,...,n,

(59)

Wl(K00) = (1-6)W1(K0)+"

Wo(Ke0)
W0 (K0

)
W0 (K1

)
.

> (1-0)a(Ke#) a(K0) a(K1)
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To these inequalities we apply HOlder's inequality

1 1in the following form. Suppose p>1, 1-5 + = 1, and

A1>0, B >0' then

(60) A.B. < (EAP)1/P (E0)1/(4

the inequality is reversed for 0<p<1, see Hardy (8 ] .

We let

n-1 n-1n - .-1 n =
3

then p>1; from

1 j-1 1 n-j
p n-1' q n-1

1 1we see that 1-- + = 1. On the right side of (59), set

n-A n-j

B0 (1-0)11-1-W.q(0 ' 1
=e1-114T.K ).j' J

By HOlder's inequality, this yields

xj-lw.,K
0 0#

j-1

= (1-0)n-1 Xi-1
0 '

j-1 n-1 j-1 n-1
((i_e)n-710-1 j-1 4.

(en-1,A
3_1)J_1

0 l

[= (1-0A n-1+00-1 hill
o 1

j-1

8n-1 xj-1A1 =
1

n-1

[1-0)W n-j(K

61

j -1

n-1

n-j 0:1
+ 01111:1W.(K )

1111-__,ii

1111:1

((i_e)n-lw.,K No-
[ J



n-1

+0147.'(

But of course the A. satisfy (57) and since they are

positive, we obtain

for j - 2,..., n-1. The inequality is reversed when

j = 0. This gives our next theorem.

Theorem 15. If
K0

and K1
are coaxial convex bodies of

revolution and Kø# is their weighted Blaschke sum, then

n-1 n-1 n-1

i)Win-'1(K)<(1-0)Wn-j..(KO j
)+OW n-j(K1)' j=2,...,n-1,

0# -

n-1 n-1

(61) ii) Wo n (K0# )>(1-0)W-
(K )+OW

0 (K1),

iii) Wl(K0#) = (1-0)W1(K0)-"W1(K1)

We have repeated (59ii) here for completeness. The inequal-

ity (61ii) is known to be true in general for convex

bodies. However i) is new for general n>3. Firey has

shown that i) does not hold for certain pairs of convex

bodies which are of course not coaxial convex bodies of

revolution [4].

For the case of vector addition, this same procedure

can be followed for Theorem 12, however the results so

W.(K
J #

n-1 n-1

)

n-j

[1-0 IN.niCK )+OW. (K
0 j

n-j n-1

62
n-j
n-1



obtained are already known to be true for all convex

bodies. For completeness we list them: if K (1e)K +OK
0-- 0 1

1 1 1

Wjn-j (K0 )>(1e)wn-j(K0 )+OWn-j(Ki)

for j = n-1 [10].

With regard to sums of intermediate type, we use

almost the same development as with Blaschke sums. The

essential difference is that the rule of combination of

radial distances uses the exponent n-p in place of n-1,

of formula (35). To compute the p-sum of Ko and Kl,

we use (38) to find ce from 0 and El which we

restate here with the dependence on i indicated.

(38) (0i)n-P = (1-0)(0i)n-131-0(1i)n-P

We assume that
K0

and K1 are analogous CBR and

that they have the same equatorial radius d =

We restate here formula (51) which determines Wi(K):

(51) YCI-jik.=18icel-j41.(K )01 1 m

The coefficients are dependent on the angle of

inclination of meridian edges of Kl and are constant

for analogous CBR. Thus if we set

1

P(i) = A.
01 Ci
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(63) (Pidn-j\(1-0)(PV)

and for j = 0,...,P-1 we have the reverse inequality.

Continuing next for the cases = P+1,...,n, we sum over

itm and obtain

By replacing the notation in (51) by P(0i) and substitut-

ing for the summations above, we obtain

(P(on1))n-7 -WJ K )+0( ((m))n -Wi(K )).

This yields, after rearrangement,

(-8(Pm) ) .

1

(Po(i)) n-j>
im

W.(KOP )<(1-0)W.(K0 )+8W.(K1 )+ [(P(m)
j j 8

3(p) (i) n-j
+61

1-0) (13,(1")n740 X

im

64

for 0<8<1 we may write a relationship among the P(i)

corresponding to (38):

(62) (p) )P 1-8)(P(i))11-134-0(p(i) n-P

Then for j = p + 1,...n, we have

(i) n-j
P1

) .

n-j_ 1-0)(Pr)n-j-
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Because the equatorial radii are assumed equal, the term

in brackets is zero. By the approximation Theorem 2,

we may drop the restriction that
K0

and
K1

are poly-

gonal for j = 0,1,... p-1, the last three inequalities

are reversed. For j = p, they become equalities. We

summarize these results as our next Theorem.

Theorem 16. If
Knv

and K1 are coaxial convex bodies

of revolution with the same equatorial radius and

K = (1-0)xK OxKOp 0 p 1

is their weighted p-sum, then

W.0(O<(1---0A.K)+OW.(K1
) for j = p+1,...,n,

J P - j

ii)
W.(KOP )>(1-0)W.(K-0

)+OW.(K ) for j = 0,...,p-1,
J - j j

iii) W (K p)--(1-0)Wp(K0)+0Wp(Ki) .

We now extend Theorem 16 to CBR with differing

equatorial radii. Suppose K and Kl are CBR with
0

radii A0
d and

A1d
respectively. Then

KOp
has

the equatorial radius A0 d where

0-1)=(1-0)An-P+OX!1-1), 0<0<1.
0 0 , _ _



Define

1

0 -

1 K .

= 0,1,
1

n-p
OX1
n-p
0

With these definitions, we write

K'p = (1-8)xK0
# OxK'

1

1

K = (1-0)xK # 8 xK
0p 0 p 1

Of course we have 0<0 <

n-p
A0 '

we obtain

(1-0)Ag-1 OA n-11

n-1

Proof:

0 0

and both terms on the right are non negative, and so

between 0 and 1. Next we prove the following lemma.

Lemma: K (1-0 )xK0#p0 xK1 =
K

0 p Xe
Op

Proof: K , = (1-8)xK0#8 xKi
Op

n-p n-p
OX Ko

ox
1 1= (1 )x( )#

A -An-P p np
0 X

0 0

n-p n-p n-p
X OX OA
0 - 1 1 1 1

)xK(
.

xn-p
Xn-p

K0#p( xn-p ,n-p 1

0 0 0 Al

since by dividing (65) by

K1)
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An-p
0

[ 1-0 )xK0#p0xK]

1 1x K =--K .

xn-p Op
A0

Op
0

for j = p+1,...,n,We now apply Theorem 16 to

and obtain

W.(K )<(1-0
)W.(K0

)+0 W.(K1
).

J j

By the lemma and the definitions of 0 and K

ex7-1)exn-p
1 1 1 1

. W.(K ) (1 ) . W.(K )+( ) .

xn-j j Opn-p n-j j 0 xn-p
n-j j

X X
0 0 0 1

Using (65), we simplify to obtain

An-p n-p
0Xn-13

0 XO
j W.(KOp)<(1e) W.(K0 1j)+ 141.0( ),,n- j n- 3xn

Ae o X1

Or

(66)XVK0p)<(1-61)4)-PlyK )+04-13Wi(K1).

When j = p, equality holds from the definition of

p-addition, and when j = 0,...,p-1, the inequality is

reversed. Using the definitions of a and a from (46)

and (47), we summarize these results as the next Theorem.

we have
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Theorem 17. If and
K1 are coaxial convex bodies

of revolution and

KOp = (1-0)xK0#pOxK1

is their weighted p-sum, then

ai (K,_)W.(K, )<(1-0)aj (K )W.(K )+-P -P
QP J uP j

-P+ Oai (Ki)Wi(K1), for j = p+1,...,n,

(67) ii) W (K ) = (1-0)Wp 0(K)+OWp(KP OP

W.(K ) W.(K ) W.(K )
iii) .Op > (1-0) ,0

j

aP-J(K alp-'(K0)
alp-j(K1)Op

for j = 0,...,p-1.

To these inequalities, we apply Holder's inequality

(60). We use r instead of p in (60) to distinguish

this from the p used above. Here we set

n-pr= 1 i-P
.J-P ' r n-p

n-p 1 n-jn =
n-j ' q n-p

So
1 1

= . On the right side of (66), sety (7-1



= 1-6

j-P
n-p xj-p

0

= (1-0)n-P
W.(K0 , = On-P W.(K1 ).
j j

This yields

j-P n-p j-p n-p j-p
xj-Pw(K ) <( l_on-P j-P)j-P+(en-PA j-P j-P n-P

J. op/ o

n-j n-p n-j

((1-0)n-PW.(K "n-j +10n-PWk ./K11/n-j n-P. j"
j-P np

[
= (1-0\0-13+ An-P n-P . (1-0\W

-

n-j(K0/\--/-' 0 '

n-p n-j

_Few.n-Jcv n-P
111)

The A. satisfy (65) so the first coefficient is just

Aj-P Thus we reduce this inequality to
e

n-p n-j

W.(K ) <(1-0)W n-j(K yfew n-j(K ) n-P
J OP

for j = p+1,...,n-1. The inequality is reversed for

j = 0,. .,p-1. By rewriting these inequalities we have

our next theorem.

Theorem 18. If and
K1

are coaxial convex bodies of

j-P
en-p 1jl-p

69

revolution and
KOp

is their weighted p-sum, then



n-p
W n-j(K )<(1-0Op -

n-p
w.n-j

(68) W (K )=(1-0)W (K0)+OWp K ),
P OP

n-p n-p n-D
e-J(K )>(1-0)10-3 K )+elej( ),j=0,...,p-1.eP J

70
n-p

)+0Win-j(K ),j=121+1,-.



CHAPTER V

Here we obtain inequalities among the Quermassintegrals

for convex bodies of revolution. First, from Theorem 12

we shall derive a set of inequalities of Dinghas [2]. Take

Ko to be a convex body of revolution, Kl = Ko+Bn,

and choose a(K) to be the equatorial radius of K.

Write A = a(K0) and 11 = a(K1) = A + 1. In this case

is the outer parallel body of Ko with equatorial

radius
Xo

given by

xe = (1-0)/+exi = (1-0)1+0(1+1) = e.

With this change of notation, (48) becomes

W.(K ) W.(K ) OW.(K )
J 0 >(1e) ° + 1n-j-1An-j-1

(1+1)

Another way to say this is that the function

W
f(0) -

.(Ke)

(1+0)n-j-1

is concave from below. Hence f (0)<0. We shall compute

this derivative using for
W.(K0

) the representation
J

KW.(

-j

= W.(K0+es) = .(K )(n7j)0i
j j+i 0

i=0
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Thus

f(e)=. y w. .
3+1

i n-j,
(A+0)j-n+1i I

i=0

where we omit the indication of dependence of W1. on
j+

K0. Differentiating twice and collecting like terms of

(X+0), we obtain

1(0) = (j-n)(j-n+1)(A+0)
n-j

j-n- W.101(3)

(X+0)Wj+10

1=0

+ 2(j-n+1)(X+0)3-n W
1=0 j+i

(A+0)j-n+1 w.
L j+1

i=0

We divide both sides of the equation by the factor

(x4.0)j-n-1.
Next we arrange the right side in like

powers of .0 and use a common summation index.

n-j
(X+0)f (0) = (j-n)(j-n+1) X W ej+1

1=0

2(j-n+1)A n1+1w
1=0 j+1+1 (l7+1)(774.1)

n-j
+ 2(j-n+1) X

W.+1
0 1(nij)

1=0 3
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n-j-2
2 w

j+1+201 (1+2)(1+1)()
1=0

n-j-1

21W.+1+1 (1+1)1(n-j)
1=0 1+1

n-j
W.+1011(1-1)(nV).

1=0

From its concavity f (0) must be nonpositive. The choice

00=0 shows that the coefficient of 0 in the right

side must be non-positive. By letting 1 = 0, we find,

after division by (j-n)(j7n+1):

(69) W. - 2XW.1 +
j+2.5*0

for j = 0,...,n-2. This in inequality (1.4) of Dinghas

[2] which he obtained by quite different methods. In

principle inequalities of this same type can be obtained

for families of GCBR for any given directrix.

We now turn to the task of obtaining inequalities for

convex bodies of revolution K using Blaschke or, more

generally, p-sums. Notice that for the purposes here,

Blaschke addition is the same as the 1-sum for CBR.

The process we follow is to construct a non-negative

functionFMlinearintheW.M. If m is the

greatest lower bound of F, then the inequalities

obtained have the form
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(70) F(K)>m.

More precisely, suppose F is a finite-valued set

function, defined for all CBR, with the following

properties:

F is continuous over nondegenerate CBR, in

thesensethatiffIJ-is a sequence of

CBR which converges to the nondegenerate

CBR K, then {F(Ki)} converges to F(K);

F(pK) = F(K) for p>0

F(K) > min {F(K0), F(K ) whenever K is the

p-sum of
Ko

and K

F is bounded below over the set of spindles.

Write m for the greatest lower bound of F over the

set of spindles; by ii) and iii), F satisfies (70) over

the set of all polygonal CBR because of Theorem 11.

Condition i) and Theorem 2 show that this inequality

holds for all CBR.

We choose for F the function:

F(K) - 1

An -p

W (K) W (K)
0 + c 1

C
+"

..+C W (K)
0

XP 1 Xp-1 pp
_.

..+Cn-10-13- n-1(K)
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where Co,. are non-negative and Cp+1,... n-1

are non-positive, and the equatorial radius of K is



N(K0)
min

A1J21 -13

This shows that F satisfies iii)

To establish condition iv), we use the formula

for W(C) where C is a spindle. Letting f3 and
13,10

be the angles between the outer normals to the two edges

of the meridian of C and the positive x -axis,
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denoted by A. Condition i) is satisfied by F because

of the continuity of the Quermassintegral [7, p. 24].

Condition ii) is satisfied since

W.(41K) := Tin-4.(K)

and the equatorial radius Of K is pA. Thus all vi

will divide out. For condition iii), we recall that for

p-sums, the equatorial radius satisfies

An-p (i_,n-p, ,,n-p
0 °)A0 "1

By Theorem 17, from the meaning of A and the restrictions

on the signs of the numbers C1, we know that the numer-

ator of F(K) is concave from below. Denoting the numer-

ator of F by N, we have:

(1-0)N(K0)+ON(K )
1

F(K )>

Op(1-0)A1C-n +0An-p,



and:

7'P'o'ff/2'Y

Substituting into (50) and noting that (8) is zero

except for values of between (i and f3 where it is
0

A, the equatorial radius, we obtain:

IN
(3o

1-sinj(id(3
(71)

.(C)=CnAn-
tan

a 1-tan

o

cos2

n-1

IT
2

where C
n ,n+1\

nr' 2 )

is a positive constant which depends only on the dimension

n. Note that the integral here is convergent, since if

j=2m,m>0, then (1-sinj0)/cos20 is a polynomial in sin e;

if j=2m+1, then

1-sin < 1-sin2m+10 < 1-Sin 2m+20 .

cos20 cos2 0 cos20

Thus the integral converges whenever j>0. Substitution

for W.(C) in F(C) shows that all powers of A cancel
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F(C)
C0 (tan 81-tan 80) +

Cn

(72) + Cp(tan 81-tan 80 1-sinP8d8

cos28

(30 n-1
+ Cn_1(tan 81-tan 80

+,5
1-sin 8d8)

cos8
1

Since the tangent functions can become infinite, we must

have their coefficients non-negative for them to be bounded

below. Also, because the Ci are non-positive for

p+1<i<n-1, the sum of the rest of the
Ci

must be larger

than the sum of these, that is

n-1

(73) X C. >- C.

i=0 i=p+1

With this restriction on the numbers C., condition iv)

is satisfied for convex bodies of revolution.

We investigate some special cases in further detail.

We set C.=1 for one of the index values 0,...,p, and
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C..= -1 for one of the index values p+1,...

take C1=0 for the remaining index values. Thus (72)

becomes

0 8

F(C) 1-sin
n

i8d8 c--1-sini8d8cn2(3 cos28 8 cos 8
1 1

where i denotes the index between 0 and p, and

denotes the index between p+1 and n-1, for which

C. andCj It is easy to find the minimum Of F(C)
1

if we combine the two integrals on the right to get:

(30
F(C) f -sin 0+ sin30

Cn
81

cos28

Since i<j, the integrand is negative and the minimum

occurs when 81=0 and 80=Tr.

In order to evaluate this integral we use

(74)

and

j+1sin x dx sin x

2

2cos x

sin 'x dx -

COS X
sin 3x dx

, and
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If m is the minimum then

n/2 i
sin c1(3- = 2

cos
)0

= 2
[i

-sini+113 + simi+.1

n/2
+ (i sin1f3-j sin3i3)d

0

Since

i+1j+1
lim sin 3-sin 13

(3÷n/2 cos (3

we need only evaluate the last definite integral from (74)

to get:

(1±1
z

)
[i Fr F 2

Cn 2
F(22+1)

o,

-

i+1 j+1
2 1/ Tr r( 2 ) 2 r( 2 )

r(-2) r(i)

where ipD. If i=0, the first term is zero. The constant

Cn depends only on the dimension n and is given by

(j+1\
2 1

2 F(1+1)
2
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Tr/2

0



where 1<i<j<n-1,

Wo(K) Wj(K) _271.n/2 r(j12-1)

xn An-j tn+1\ 11\

n1" 2 r`2)

where j=1,...,n-1. Equality holds if K is an n-1

dimensional ball. For dimension n=3, these inequalities

are due by a different method to Hadwiger [7] and we present

these special cases in the usual three dimensional notation:

V = W
0

S =
3W1

M =
3W2

Tr/3 = C3.

We obtain

S>MX+2Tr(1-1T/2)X2,

3V>MA2-ff2A3

3V>SA-2TrX3.

These are inequalities 5a), 6a) and 7a) respectively in

Hadwiger [7].
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With the calculated value for m we write down the result-

ing inequalities:

Wi
-
(K) W.(K)

J
2 71,11/2 r(

i+1 j+1
-25.]

n-i
A

n-j n+1 i
r(-2)nr( 2 )
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